
Whiteboard Software
Date Version Changing issue(s) /Fixing problem(s) Note

12-Oct-12 1.0.2 1.  First Release
1.  Added formats for image uploads (bit map, png)
2.  Provided support for enlarging, reducing, and rotating uploaded images
3.  Added a function to save a selected area as a JPEG image
4.  Changed the method of selecting the Whiteboard mode background to sub-menu selection
5.  Added Whiteboard mode background colors
6.  Added a license agreement for the initial start-up
7.  Provided support for linking to a PowerPoint file with password protection
1.  Windows® 8 supported
2.  A problem in which the application would be forced to quit when printing was
executed by Microsoft XPS Document Writer was resolved
3.  A minor problem was resolved
1.　Windows® XP/Vista supported (with partial function restriction)
2.　PB2 Series Electronic Pen supported
3.　Remote Pointer supported
4.　Touch Panel operation supported by combining with a dedicated driver
(support options: TY-TP50P30K/TY-TP65P30K)
5.　Increased number of uploadable images (5 per page, for a total of 50)
6.　Added a grouping function, supporting from ending when the screen resolutions
changed while the application is being started
1.　PowerPoint 2013 (32 bit) supported
2.　Added new functions
　・ Capture
　・ Recorder
　・ Display and operation (insert, delete, copy) of page thumbnail
　・ Text insert and text recognition
　・ Object operation
　 Copy, cut, paste, lock compatibility
　・ Automatic grouping of freely drawn lines
　・ Automatically hide minimized menu
　・ Automatic saving of project files
　・ Master setting of whiteboard background color
　・ Keyboard operation
3. Added square and triangle to graphic drawing assist
4. Added BMP to graphic saving formats
5.　Maximum whiteboard page number increased to 100
6.　Upgraded pairing tool (changed Ver. 2.0 user interface)
7.　A minor problem was resolved
1. Several minor problems were resolved
　・ Fixed a display problem that occurred when the screen resolution was
changed while the application was being started
　・ Fixed a problem that occurred when a long text was pasted onto the Whiteboard
　・ Enabled the line width to be changed when drawing a triangle (graphic) with the
highlight marker
1. Windows® 8.1 supported
2.　Presentation tools added.
　　Magnifying glass, Screen shade, Spotlight, Fade out marker/Highlight supported.
3.　Gesture operation supported.
4.　Multi Touch Screen LED Display and Projector with Interactive Functions supported.
5.　Splash screen display upon start-up supported.
6.　A minor problem was resolved
1. Several minor problems were resolved.
　　・Fixed a problem in which the track pad would not operate correctly when the Whiteboard
was set up vertically.
　　・Fixed a problem in which objects could sometimes not be erased after simultaneous writing
with several PB2 Series Electronic Pens.
　　・Fixed a problem in which the object selection operation was sometimes irregular using
the mouse.
Revised manual
　　Added model supporting a projector (PT-TW341R) with interactive functions.
1.　Improved background switching UI (added background switching button)
2.　Improved file saving UI (supported filename designation, etc.)
3.  Windows® 10 supported.

30-Mar-16 5.2.1 1.　A minor problem was resolved.
12-Jul-17 5.2.2 1.　A minor problem was resolved.
4-Sep-17 5.2.3 1.　Added BQE/BFE1 Series to models supporting CUD certification for Whiteboard software

1.  Improved menu UI (added larger menu buttons)
2.  Omitted PowerPoint 2007 compatible software in accordance with discontinuation of Microsoft support

06-Jul-18 5.2.5
1.　A problem in which drawing was not possible by touch operation in  Windows® 10 April 2018 Update
(Version 1803) was resolved.

28-Feb-20 1.  With the end of Microsoft support, Windows® 7 was removed from compatible OS 
21-May-20 1.　Added BQ1 Series to models supporting CUD certification for Whiteboard software

1. Windows®11 supported.
2. PowerPoint 2021 supported.
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